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15

MATERIALS 
I’ve chosen to knit exclusively with natural materi-
als in this book, partly because I’ve always loved 
how they feel against the skin and partly because 
I’m familiar with them. I know how they behave in 
all kinds of situations—when I use them, I know 
I won’t be surprised! (It’s always fun to try new 
materials, but sometimes it doesn’t work out the 
way you’d expected …)

Of course, it depends on what you want in a 
hand-knitted garment, or for clothes in general. I 
want garments to be durable in color and shape, 
and, if I’m lucky enough to still have them, to 
retain these qualities as they age. It’s also impor-
tant for the process of producing the material to 
be good for people, animals, and nature. And it’s 
not as important for me to be able to throw the 
garment into the washing machine after every use. 
Call me lazy, but I’d rather hang a garment out to 
air!

I knitted most of the pieces in this book with 
wool yarn, but there’s also a little alpaca, and one 
linen shawl, too. What are the differences between 
these materials? 

WOOL
Sheep’s wool insulates against both heat and 
cold and is warming even when wet. Wool is also 
stretchy, particularly when wet, so wool garments 
should never be hung up after washing—they 
need to dry flat to prevent them from losing their 
shape. Wool can absorb moisture twice as well as 
cotton, which is one of several reasons wool can be 
very pleasant to wear against your skin.

Each breed of sheep has its own combination of 
wool types and qualities. Fleeces generally consist 
of three types of fiber: outer coat (hair), undercoat 
(wool), and kemp (short, very coarse hair). The bal-
ance between these types of fiber will determine 
what that fleece will be suitable for. Wool (the 
undercoat) is soft, short, and crimpy. These fibers 
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are closest to the sheep’s body and keep it warm, 
but don’t repel moisture very well. The outer coat 
of hair covering the wool is thick, wavy, and has 
more strength. These fibers are lustrous and shed 
water. Kemp is usually only found on the most 
primitive sheep these days, and is hollow, coarse, 
and breaks easily. However, kemp can also be 
pretty, especially when the fleece is dyed, because 
the kemp doesn’t take up dye the same way other 
fibers do. Wool’s water resistance comes from a fat 
called lanolin, which gives wool a characteristic 
smell and is another of wool’s good qualities.

Wool can, if it is not processed, be felted—this 
can be good or bad, depending on what you want. 
With some knowledge, you can felt a piece so the 
stitches will cohere, and you can shape the fabric 
and get what you want when you want. If you’d 
rather your garment didn’t felt, processed wool is 
coated with a plastic film (in simple terms); it’s still 
warming, but doesn’t have all the positive qualities 
of unprocessed wool.

ALPACA
Alpacas are camelids that originated in the Andes: 
Peru, Bolivia, and Chile. There are basically two 
types of alpaca: Huacaya and Suri. Their fiber 
is lustrous, fine, and very, very soft. In general, 
alpaca fiber is drier and silkier than wool, because 
alpacas don’t produce lanolin and because the 
individual fibers are usually finer than the fibers 
that make up sheep’s wool. Even here, though, 
there are big variations. Some people who are 
allergic to wool can wear alpaca without itching 
or being irritated. Alpaca fiber is typically warmer 
than sheep’s wool, too—it has microscopic “pock-
ets” in its fibers that are full of insulating air. Some 
people find alpaca too warm, though, and in that 
case it’s a good idea to blend alpaca with sheep’s 
wool or silk. That way you can enjoy the good 
qualities of several fibers all at once.
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LINEN
Linen is a plant fiber that comes from flax, and 
is produced with very little or no environmental 
impact, particularly in comparison with cotton. 
Flax has long, smooth fibers and is lustrous and 
strong. It can withstand stress when both wet and 
dry, which is one of the many reasons it’s used so 
often for textiles. However, it’s not as flexible as 
wool, which is why it wrinkles so easily. It’s also 
easy for air to pass through linen, which means 
it tends to let warmth escape and thus typically 
makes garments cooler than wool or cotton. Linen 
fiber tolerates heat better than synthetic fibers 
and bleaches quickly in comparison with cotton. 
Linen garments tend to grow softer and more 
lustrous over time. It’s easy to learn more about 
flax processing from the field to the finished linen 
fiber—and very exciting!

I hope you’re interested in understanding your 
materials and choosing them carefully. Try differ-
ent materials and compare. Perhaps you’ll even 
learn to spin! Following your materials all the way 
from the very beginning in the field or garden to 
becoming a yarn, and then transforming it into a 
garment stitch by stitch is an unbeatable experi-
ence. Today there are many good opportunities to 
try spinning—maybe even where you live?

For anyone who wants to deepen their knowl-
edge and learn more about materials, there are 
several suggestions for resources at the back of this 
book. There is so much to learn!

A sojourn in Boge.  
At the house of Birgitta Rasmussan and Benny 
Dandahl on the northeast part of the island of 
Gotland, we were able to greet and photograph  
alpacas, sheep, and lambs. They have a little farm 
with Huacaya alpacas and Leicester and Gotland 
sheep, as well as pygmy goats and a well- 
regarded dog kennel.
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BLOCKING AND  
GARMENT CARE
If you take care of your clothing, it’ll last longer. A 
wool garment is at its best when worn. If you want 
it to last, it’s a good idea to air out the garment 
regularly. Shake it out or brush it off between air-
ings. By doing so, you can also ensure that un-
welcome guests won’t eat your favorite garments. 
Don’t let your clothing hang too long—that can 
cause the fibers to tear and the garment will lose 
its shape. Also, do not leave your garments out in 
direct sunlight. If you air out your garments often, 
particularly those made of wool and alpaca, do so 
in humid weather.

There’s nothing wrong with mending most 
garments, and it honestly doesn’t matter very 
much if the darning shows a little bit. It doesn’t 
hurt to save any yarn remaining after a garment is 
finished as a little stash of mending yarn—just in 
case.

Wash garments when necessary, but first clean 
off any specks with soap (wool-safe, if the garment 
requires it). When the entire garment needs to be 
washed, make sure you use the right amount of 
soap and rinse it out well. Wool fibers react well to 
acids such as vinegar and white wine vinegar, as 
do many other animal fibers; but they don’t care 
for alkaloids like lye, which will make the fibers 
brittle.

Gently wash and rinse wool and alpaca fibers 
in lukewarm water. It’s best to keep the water at 
86°F / 30°C. Rapid changes between hot and cold 
water aren’t good for these fibers—that increases 
the risk of shrinking or felting. If you want to felt 
something, that’s another story. As far as regular 
washing goes: Never scrub, twist, or wring a gar-
ment. Fibers need care when they’re wet, and it’s 
easy to ruin their look.

Add a little white or white wine vinegar to the 
last rinse water to keep animal fibers lustrous. 
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ZIGZAG COWL
A soft and very practical cowl knitted with four colors in two color 
sections. The pattern is simple and you can easily vary the overall 
look by blending in several colors at shorter intervals. I knitted this 
cowl with two colorways to lighten it up a bit. It’s a little like the 
sea and sky here on Gotland on a clear and cold winter day, with 
white geese on the waves and puffy clouds spread over a light blue 
sky. A true favorite!

• The pattern is a repeat of 6 sts. If you want a wider or nar-
rower cowl, cast on multiples of 6 stitches. One repeat is slightly 
less than 1¼ in / 3 cm wide. The cowl shown here has 16 repeats, 
with the last repeat losing the last stitch to join the knitting in 
the round.
• CO 95 sts. I cast on with two colors, following the first row 
on the chart. Grit your teeth and it will go well. This cast-on 
will make it much easier to join the piece when the time comes. 
Being careful not to twist cast-on row, join; pm at beginning 
of round. Work in pattern following the chart. The red frame 
encloses the repeat. 
• When the piece is approx. 50 in / 127 cm long, ending with a 
Row 3 on the chart, change colors so Sky Blue takes the place 
of Dark Blue and White substitutes for Light Gray. Continue in 
pattern for another 14½ in / 37 cm. Save a bit of the Dark Blue 
and Light Gray for the finishing.
• After binding off, finish the cowl. I washed 
the piece, blocked to the finished measure-
ments, and left it until dry. Join the cowl by 
twisting the tube one turn and joining the 
cast-on and bound-off edges as follows:
• This finishing takes a little patience, good 
lighting, and concentration. I threaded two 
tapestry needles—one with Dark Blue and 
the other with Light Gray. I worked in Kitch-
ener stitch to join the ends, matching the 
colors as in the pattern. It is worth the trouble 
to seam the piece so the join is almost invis-
ible and very smooth.
• After joining, I gently steam-pressed the 
seam so the stitches would align well.

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS:  
6¾ x 64½ in / 17 x 164 cm

MATERIALS: CYCA #2 
(sport/baby) Visjö from 
Őstergötlands Ullspinneri 
(100% wool, 328 yd/ 300 m / 
100 g)

COLORS: Dark Blue, Light 
Gray, Sky Blue, White

YARN AMOUNTS: 100 g each of 
Dark Blue and Light Gray; 
40 g each of Sky Blue and 
White

NEEDLES: U.S. size 8 / 5 mm, 
circular

GAUGE: 28 sts in charted  
pattern = 4 in / 10 cm.

Adjust needle size to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.

This cowl is knitted as a long tube. It will be very warm because it is doubled. That means 
you can also knit it somewhat loosely because the doubling will make it feel substantial. 
Don’t knit it too loosely, though, or the pattern won’t show well.

Z

igzag Cowl
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LINEN SHAWL
A slightly heavy linen shawl with a fine drape and an easy edging. The shawl is worked from the top down with 
two strands of yarn held together. That way, you avoid casting on many stitches and the stitches and stripes 
will form a pretty V-shape. You can knit this shawl with one color, a big assortment of random colors, or stripes 
of garter stitch and stockinette. 

• This shawl is worked in garter st (knit all rows) with 2 strands 
of yarn held together throughout. 
• NOTE: Always slip the first st of every row purlwise. A garter 
ridge = 2 knit rows.
With MC, CO 7 sts. 
• Row 1: Knit across = 2 edge sts at each side and 3 center sts. Pm 
before and after these 3 center sts.
• Row 2: K2 (edge sts), yo, k3 (center sts), yo, k2 (edge sts).
• Row 3: Knit. Continue knitting every row, working increases 
on even-numbered rows.
• Row 4: K2, yo, knit to first marker, yo, slm, k3, slm, yo, knit 
until 2 sts rem, yo, k2. The increases will always be inside each 
of the 2 edge sts at each side and on each side of the narrow k-3 
panel at center.
• Repeat Rows 3–4, working color sequence as suggested below.
• 14 garter ridges MC; 3 ridges CC1, (6 ridges MC, 3 ridges CC1) 
approx. 4 times. The first MC section is wider than subsequent 
sections.
• I used CC2 to bind off the sts following last CC1 row. Use an 
elastic bind-off as described below.
• This bind-off method works well any time you need a stretchy 
edge. K2, *slip the 2 sts from right ndl back to left ndl and knit 
the 2 sts together through back loops. Now there is 1 st on right 
ndl. Knit 1 st and repeat from * across.
• Now you can knit the edging if you like. Work with 2 strands 
of CC2 held together and smaller needles. For lace edging pat-
tern, see page 88.
• Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Block shawl (see page 30).

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 22 in 
/ 56 cm from center st at top 
down to bottom lace tip; 56¼ 
in / 143 cm across top edge, 
not including lace edging

MATERIALS: CYCA #3 (DK/
light worsted) Lin from Yllet 
(100% linen, 240 yd/219 m / 
100 g)

YARN AMOUNTS AND COLORS:  
200 g Unbleached 2001 (MC); 
100 g Light Pink 2086 (CC1) 
for body of shawl; approx.  
25 g Red 2074 (CC2) for 
edging

NEEDLES: U.S. size 8 / 5 mm 
for body of shawl; U.S. size 6 
/ 4 mm for lace edging

GAUGE: 14 sts in garter st with 
2 strands held together on 
larger needles = 4 in / 10 cm.

Adjust needle size to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.
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SMALL WHITE BASIC 
SHAWL
The world’s easiest, prettiest, and lightest basic pattern for a trian-
gular shawl—with endless possibilities for variation. The heavy linen 
shawl on page 49 is worked on the same principles. For this exam-
ple, I knitted a fine but firm shawl just big enough to tie around your 
neck inside your coat. Choose a different yarn and bigger needles 
and you’ll get a completely different result. 

• CO 5 sts = 2 edge sts at each side and 1 center st. Pm at each 
side of center st and slip markers as you come to them. Always 
purl the first st and work the rem sts across as specified in pat-
tern. On every RS row, you will increase 4 sts.
• Increase with yo on each side of the center st and inside the 
edge sts at each side.
• Row 1: P1, k1 (edge sts), yo, k1 (center st), yo, k2 (edge sts).
• Row 2: P1, k1, p3, k2.
• Row 3: P1, k1, yo, k1, yo, k1, yo, k1, yo, k2.
• Row 4: P1, k1, p7, k2.
• Row 5: P1, k1, yo, k3, yo, k1, yo, k3, yo, k2.
• Row 6: P1, k1, p11, k2.
• Row 7: P1, k1, yo, k5, yo, k1, yo, k5 yo, k2.
• Row 8: P1, k1, p15, k2.
• Row 9: P1, k1, yo, k7, yo, k1, yo, k7 yo, k2.
• Row 10: P1, k1, p19, k2.
• Row 11: P1, k1, yo, k9, yo, k1, yo, k9 yo, k2.
• Row 12: P1, k1, p23, k2.
• Continue as set, increasing on every odd-numbered row. Work 
9 rows in stockinette and then knit 3 rows, with the first of the 
3 knit rows on the WS. Repeat this sequence 12 times for a total 
of 13 repeats of 9 + 3 rows. On the final repeat, work as follows: 9 
rows stockinette + 2 knit rows.
• BO on WS as follows: K2, *slip the 2 sts from right ndl back 
to left ndl and knit the 2 sts together through back loops. Now 
there is 1 st on right ndl. Knit 1 st and repeat from * across. This 
method makes a stretchy and decorative edge.
• Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Block shawl (see page 30).

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS:  
23¾ in / 60 cm from center  
st at top down to bottom lace 
tip; 51¼ in / 130 cm across  
top edge

MATERIALS: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) 1 ply yarn 
from Solkustens Spinnverk-
stad (100% wool, 459 yd/420 
m / 100 g)

YARN AMOUNT AND COLOR:  
100 g White

NEEDLES: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm

GAUGE: 22 sts in stockinette = 
4 in / 10 cm.

Adjust needle size to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.
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BEAR HAT 
A warm, soft hat and cowl combined—with ears. It couldn’t be any sweeter! This hat’s quick to knit and will fit 
children 1–3 years old. If you want a larger size, you can add a few stitches and rows. There are 11 stitches to 
4 inches / 10 centimeters. It shouldn’t be too tightly knitted, just cozy! A little ribbing at the beginning and end 
makes the hat stretchy but strong. 

• With larger needles, CO 54 sts. Join, being careful not to twist 
cast-on row; pm for beginning of rnd. Work 6 rnds of k2, p2 rib-
bing. Now continue in stockinette for 13½ in / 34 cm. End with 4 
rnds k2, p2 ribbing.
• Ears: I placed the ears by measuring on Helmi to see where 
the ears should be. I put the tube flat on the table and measured 
3¼ in / 8 cm in on the hat, 1 in / 2.5 cm in from the folded top. 
Each ear is 2 in / 5 cm wide at the base and the ears should be 
placed 2¾ in / 7 cm apart.
• With smaller needles, along the head, pick up and knit 8 sts 
with one dpn + 8 sts behind first set of sts with second dpn—
these sts will form the outside and inside of the ear. Join to knit 
in the round.
• Knit 3 rnds.
• *K1, M1 (lift strand between two sts and knit into back loop) at 
each edge. It is important to increase with M1 because it will be 
almost invisible, whereas a yarnover will make a hole. Knit to 
last st on first ndl, M1, k1. Rep from * for back of ear.
• Knit 1 rnd.
• K1, M1, k2, p4, k2, M1, k1 on front.
• K1, M1, knit to last st and M1, k1 on back.
• K3, p6, k3 (front).
• K12 (back).
• Ssk, k2, p4, k2, k2tog (front).
• Decrease 1 st at each side of back: Ssk, k6, k2tog.
• Decrease the same way on every rnd until 4 sts rem.
• (Ssk, k2tog) 2 times = 2 + 2 sts rem.
• Cut yarn and draw through rem 4 sts; fasten off end. Weave in 
all ends neatly on WS. Block hat (see page 30).
• If you want to make the ears larger, you can add a few rows 
before you increase, increase to the total number of sts as above 
and then decrease on every other rnd instead of every rnd.
• Go out and wiggle those ears!

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 14½ 
in / 37 cm long and 17¼ in / 
44 cm circumference when 
laid flat

MATERIALS: CYCA #6 (super 
bulky/roving) Easy from 
Sandnes (100% wool, 55 
yd/50 m / 50 g) OR Eskimo 
Mix from Drops (100% 
Wool, 54 yd / 49 m / 50 g)

YARN AMOUNT AND COLOR: 
150 g Ochre or Gray-Brown 
for one hat

NEEDLES: U.S. size 10½ / 6.5 
mm + U.S. size 8 / 5 mm, 3 
dpn for ears

GAUGE: Approx. 11 sts in 
stockinette on larger needles 
= 4 in / 10 cm.

Adjust needle sizes to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.
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ENTRELAC SCARF
Entrelac produces a knitted fabric that looks almost woven or braided. The garment is worked block by block. 
If you prefer, knit a shorter piece and sew the ends together to make a cowl (see page 62). The instructions 
here are for a piece that is not very wide but quite long. You can easily make the scarf wider by adding blocks. 
Each block is 8 sts wide. The technique will look especially good in a multi-color yarn as shown here. I have to 
warn you, though—entrelac can become quite addictive!

BASE TRIANGLES:
• CO 24 sts.
• *Row 1 (RS): K1; turn.
• Row 2 and all WS rows: Purl across.
• Row 3: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k1; turn.
• Row 5: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k2; turn.
• Row 7: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k3; turn.
• Row 9: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k4; turn.
• Row 11: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k5; turn.
• Row 13: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k6; turn.
• Row 15: Sl 1 purlwise wyb, k7; do not turn*
• Repeat from * to * until all the sts across have been worked.

TIER 1 (CONSISTS OF 1 LEFT TRIANGLE, 2 BLOCKS, AND 1 RIGHT TRI-
ANGLE):

Left Triangle at side/Left Triangle:
• Row 1 (WS): K1; turn.
• Row 2: Kfb = 2 sts; turn.
• Row 3: Sl 1 purlwise, p2tog; turn.
• Row 4: P1, M1, k1; turn. It is important that you increase with 
M1 rather than a yarnover to avoid the hole that results from a 
yarnover.
• Row 5: P2, p2tog; turn.
• Row 6 and all following RS rows: Knit to the last st, M1, k1; 
turn.
• Row 7: P3, p2tog; turn.
• Row 9: P4, p2tog; turn.
• Row 11: P5, p2tog; turn.
• Row 13: P6, p2tog; turn.
• Row 15: P7, p2tog; do not turn = 8 sts in left triangle. 

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 9 in 
/ 23 cm wide, 79 in / 200 cm 
long 

MATERIALS: CYCA #4  
(worsted/afghan/aran) 
2-ply space-dyed yarn from 
Hjelholts Uldspinderi (100% 
wool, 437 yd/400 m / 200 g) 

YARN AMOUNT AND COLOR:  
250 g Blue-Gray 03

NEEDLES: U.S. size 8 / 5 mm

GAUGE: Approx. 14 sts = 4 in 
/ 10 cm. The gauge is not 
critical. The structure should 
be obvious but the blocks 
should not be knitted too 
tightly.

Adjust needle size to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.

>
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Blocks (make 3 alike):
• Row 1 (WS): With WS facing, pick up and purl 8 
sts along side of next triangle or block. Turn.
• Row 2: K8; turn.
• Row 3: Sl 1 purlwise, p6, p2tog; turn.
• Rows 4–15: Repeat the previous 2 rows 6 more 
times; at the end of Row 15, do not turn. After com-
pleting 3 blocks, work a right triangle as follows.

Right Triangle at side/Right Triangle:
• Row 1 (WS): With WS facing, pick up and purl 8 
sts along side of next triangle or block. Turn.
• Row 2 and all following RS rows: Sl 1 purlwise, 
knit to end of row; turn.
• Row 3: Sl 1 purlwise, p5, k2tog; turn.
• Row 5: Sl 1 purlwise, p4, k2tog; turn.
• Row 7: Sl 1 purlwise, p3, k2tog; turn.
• Row 9: Sl 1 purlwise, p2, k2tog; turn.
• Row 11: Sl 1 purlwise, p1, k2tog; turn.
• Row 13: Sl 1 purlwise, k2tog; turn.
• Row 15: K2tog.
• The remaining st is counted as the first st to be 
picked up on the first block of the next tier.
• Turn work and move rem st to right needle.

TIER 2 (CONSISTS OF 3 BLOCKS)
• Row 1 (RS): With RS facing, pick up and knit 8 
sts along the edge of the next block or triangle. On 
the first block use the rem st of previous tier as the 
first st to “pick up.”
• Row 2: P8; turn.
• Row 3: Sl 1, k6, ssk.
• Repeat the previous 2 rows another 6 times; at 
the end of Row 15, do not turn. Repeat Rows 1–15 
four more times (or more if you added extra sts); 
turn.
• Now repeat Tiers 1 and 2 until the scarf is as long 
as you like. Work Tier 1 once more before working 
the last tier with triangles.

FINAL TIER (TRIANGLES)
• Row 1 (RS): With RS facing, pick up and knit 8 
sts along edge of next block or right triangle. The 
rem st of the previous tier counts as the first st to 
be picked up. NOTE: On following rows, slip the 
first st purlwise.
• Row 2 and all following WS rows: Purl across; 
turn.
• Row 3: K2tog, k5, ssk; turn.
• Row 5: K2tog, k4, ssk; turn.
• Row 7: K2tog, k3, ssk; turn.
• Row 9: K2tog, k2, ssk; turn.
• Row 11: K2tog, k1, ssk; turn.
• Row 13: K2tog, ssk; turn.
• Row 15: K2tog. The st remaining will be used as 
the first st of the next triangle.

• Work 3 triangles the same way. When all the 
triangles are complete, fasten off last st. Weave in 
all ends neatly on WS. Block scarf (see page 30).

>
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HERMANNA’S COWL
A soft and lofty cowl or neck warmer with a pattern taken from 
Hermanna Stengård’s collection. The motif is called “rose wreath” 
and is also found on traditional garments on the Faroe Islands and 
in Estonia. 

• This cowl uses a space-dyed yarn for the main color (back-
ground) and a solid color yarn for the pattern (CC). With MC, 
CO 80 (104) sts. Join, being careful not to twist cast-on row; pm 
for beginning of rnd.
• Work 6 rnds of k1, p1 ribbing. Now work in pattern following 
the chart for 7 (9½) in / 18 (24) cm. Finish with 6 rnds k1, p1 rib-
bing.
• BO in ribbing at same tension as for cast-on row. Block cowl 
(see page 30).

SIZES: Child, 3–10 years 
(adult)

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 8¾ 
in / 22 cm (12¼ in / 31 cm) 
high; 9 in / 23 cm (10¾ in / 27 
cm) wide

MATERIALS: CYCA #4 (wor-
sted/afghan/aran) Ullgarn 
Extra 2 from Yllet (95% 
wool/5% Merino wool, 219 
yd/200 m / 100 g) OR CYCA 
#4 (worsted/afghan/aran) 
2-ply space-dyed yarn from 
Hjelholts Uldspinderi (100% 
wool, 219 yd/200 m / 100 g)

YARN AMOUNTS AND COLORS: 
MC: 30 (60) g Light Gray 01; 
CC: 20 (50) g Navy Blue 350

NEEDLES: U.S. size 9 / 5.5 mm

GAUGE: 17 sts = 4 in / 10 cm (an 
8-stitch repeat = approx. 1¾ 
in / 4.5 cm.

Adjust needle size to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.

Hermanna Stengård was born in Väskinde 
on Gotland in 1861. She was a teacher and 
also worked with handcrafts at the folk 
school in Roma. Following her interests, 
she began collecting old Gotland knit-
ting patterns and garments. Her work 
was published in a book called Gotlän-
dsk sticksöm (Gotland Knitting) in 1925. 
The collection was later catalogued and 
is now preserved by Gotland’s Handcraft 
Association. The collection has inspired 
many knitting designers and researchers. 
It has been spread widely in various ways 
through the years, not least through vari-
ous knitting books about the Nordic and 
Scandinavian knitting traditions. Her-
manna’s own book has recently been re-
printed—check the Resources at the back 
of this book to find out more.
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HIGHLAND COWL
Close, warm, and garter stitch knitted with narrow stripes of the simplest lace. It’s perfect for under a jacket! 
Knit this cowl with the soft Highland wool as shown here or use similar size leftover yarns. Maybe you want to 
add more colors? If you want a scarf instead of a cowl, just make the piece 8–11¾ in / 20–30 cm longer than 
suggested below, so it’ll be long enough to wrap comfortably around your neck. I sewed the ends together so 
the cowl will lie in place nicely.

• With MC, CO 48 sts. Work back and forth in garter st (knit 
every row but always purl the first st of each row). Knit 18 garter 
ridges—1 ridge = 2 knit rows. The ridges make it easy to count 
rows.
• Change to CC for the lace band and knit 2 rows (with the first 
row on RS). Now work an eyelet row as follows:
• P1, (yo, k2tog) across, end with k1.
• Knit 1 row on WS and then change back to MC.
• *Work 18 garter ridges with MC and then change to CC and 
work the 4 rows of lace band. Repeat from * until piece is 63 in / 
160 cm long—or 13 times. End with a lace band.
• BO with MC. Weave in all ends neatly on WS and block cowl 
(see page 30). Twist the piece a full turn and then seam the short 
ends together.
• If you want to knit a scarf instead, end with a garter stitch sec-
tion with MC.

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 8 in 
/ 20 cm wide, 63 in / 160 cm 
long before seaming

MATERIALS: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) Highland 
Wool from Isager (100% 
wool, 306 yd/280 m / 50 g) 

YARN AMOUNTS AND COLORS: 
MC: 70 g Ocean 
CC: 15 g Curry

NEEDLES: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm

GAUGE: 24 sts in garter st =  
4 in / 10 cm.

Adjust needle size to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.

Highland Cowl
73
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EVERYDAY MITTENS
Once upon a time, I bought a pair of Latvian mittens. They were 
the right size and had a lovely pattern in orange and light blue on a 
dark blue background. The cuff was very colorful and had a Latvian 
braid at the edge. There was something that attracted me to these 
mittens—and I found they fit well, even though, as typical for the 
Latvian and Estonian mitten traditions (as opposed to the Norwe-
gian), they don’t have thumb gussets. 

I wore the mittens every day during the cold seasons. After my ma-
ternity leave, which involved both snow shoveling and many strolls 
with the baby carriage, the palms were so patched that there was 
more patching than original mitten. So it was time for a new pair of 
mittens with new colors and shaping. The main pattern from these 
favorite Latvian mittens migrated to the new pair.

The new mittens have a simpler, alternative thumb with a wave pat-
tern, but I’ve included the chart for the original thumb motif in case 
you’d rather knit that for your mittens.

77>

SIZE: Adult small

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 9¼ 
in / 23.5 cm total length; 4 in 
/ 10 cm from base of thumb 
to edge of cuff; 8 in / 20 cm  
circumference of hand 
(measured with mitten flat)

MATERIALS: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) Finullgarn 
from Rauma (100% wool, 
191 yd/175 m / 50 g) 

YARN AMOUNTS AND COLORS: 
15 g Ochre Yellow 4197 (A),  
5 g Apricot 4206 (B),  
10 g Black-Brown 410 (C),  
10 g Sea Green 4887 (D),  
30 g White-Gray 403 (E),  
30 g Medium Gray 405 (F)

NEEDLES: U.S. size 0 and 1.5 / 
2 and 2.5 mm: set of 5 dpn

GAUGE: 17 sts in pattern with 
larger needles = 2 in / 5 cm.

Adjust needle sizes to 
obtain correct gauge if 
necessary.

LATVIAN BRAID
• With smaller needles and Colors A and C, CO 72 sts as fol-
lows: With Color A over your index finger and C over your 
thumb, cast on with long-tail method so that Colors A and C 
alternate. Join, being careful not to twist cast-on row.
• Rnd 1: (K1 with A, k1 with C) around.
• Rnd 2: Bring both strands to the front—they will both stay 
on the front as you work around. (P1 with A, p1 with C) around, 
always bringing the color to be used next OVER the previous 
color. The strands will twist as you work, but try to slide the 
twist down the yarn because the strands will untwist as you 
work Rnd 3.
• Rnd 3: Bring both strands to the front—they will both stay 
on the front as you work around. (P1 with A, p1 with C) around, 
always bringing the color to be used next UNDER the previous 
color.
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HALF GLOVES
These are the best half gloves for everyday wear. The folded-up edge 
gives the illusion of layer on layer and makes the gloves beautifully 
warm. The singles yarn helps the glove fit the hand and provides 
a more tailored look. Why not try some variety with striping? The 
simple shaping invites so many options! I like to fold up the cuffs 
when I’m bicycling so that my wrists have total protection from the 
cold air. Wear yours as you like!

• With larger needles and 2-ply yarn, CO 30 sts and divide sts 
onto dpn. Join, being careful not to twist cast-on row; pm for 
beginning of rnd.
• Work around in k3, p2 ribbing for 9¾ in / 25 cm. Pm about 1¼ in 
/ 3 cm down from inner edge. BO in ribbing.
• Change to the smaller needles and, with singles yarn, pick up 
and knit 40 sts along cast-on edge.
• Divide sts with 10 sts each on 4 dpn and pm between Ndls 1 and 
4. Work around in stockinette for 2¼ in / 5.5 cm.
• Begin thumb gusset: M1 between Ndls 1 and 4, k1, M1. I use the 
M1 method for increasing as it is almost invisible and avoids the 
hole which would be made by a yarnover.
• Knit 2 rnds. Increase as before with 3 sts between the increases. 
Knit 2 rnds.
• Increase as before with 5 sts between increases; knit 2 rnds. 
Continue shaping thumb gusset as set with 2 rnds between each 
increase rnd until there are 11 thumb gusset sts. Knit 2 rnds after 
final increase rnd.
• Place the 11 gusset sts on a holder. CO 5 sts over the gap and 
continue around in stockinette until the glove measures 4¼ in / 11 
cm from the point where you picked up the 40 stitches around.
• Now work 5 rnds of k3, p2 ribbing. BO in ribbing.
• Pick up and knit sts for the thumb: knit the 11 sts from the 
holder, pick up and knit 3 sts up to the 5 cast-on sts; pick up and 
knit 5 sts and then 3 sts on opposite side of thumbhole = 22 sts 
total. Divide sts onto dpn and work around in stockinette for ¾ in 
/ 2 cm. Now work 5 rnds k1, p1 ribbing.
• BO in ribbing. Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Block half 
gloves (see page 30).
• Make the second glove as for the first but begin the thumb gus-
set between Ndls 3 and 4.

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 12¾ 
in / 32 cm total length; 6¾ in 
/ 17 cm hand circumference 
(excluding thumb)

MATERIALS: CYCA #4 (wor-
sted/afghan/aran) Ullgarn 
Extra 2 from Yllet (95% 
wool/5% Merino wool, 219 
yd/200 m / 100 g) + CYCA #0 
(lace/fingering) Ullgarn  
Extra 1 from Yllet (100% 
wool–blend of Gotland 
pälsull and Falkland Merino, 
437 yd/400 m / 100 g)

YARN AMOUNTS AND COLORS: 
50 g Ullgarn Extra 2 Gray 
396 and 20 g Ullgarn Extra 1 
Light Gray 196 

NEEDLES: U.S. sizes 1 and 4 / 
2.25 and 3.5 mm: sets of 5 dpn

GAUGE: 14 sts in stockinette 
with singles yarn and smal-
ler needles = 4 in / 10 cm.

5 sts in ribbing with 2-ply 
yarn on larger needles =  
approx. 1½ in / 3.5 cm.

Adjust needle sizes to obtain 
correct gauge if necessary.

YOU’LL ALSO NEED: A needle 
and contrast color yarn or a 
stitch holder
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KNITTED SAW-
TOOTH EDGING
Do you have a scarf that you’ve gotten tired of 
that needs a second chance? Maybe you want 
to liven up a pair of wrist warmers or a simple 
triangular shawl such as the linen one on page 
49? This edging is a perennial favorite. It’s easy 
and fun to knit. A shawl with a sawtooth edging 
immediately feels more finished. And the edging 
can be worked in a different yarn than used for 
the shawl or scarf!

• With RS facing, use a circular needle to pick 
up and knit sts along the entire edge. CO 4 
new sts to begin the sawtooth edge. The first 
row will be the WS.
• WS: K3, p2tog with the last edging st and 
next st picked on garment edge. Turn.
• RS: Sl 1 knitwise with yarn behind and work 
Row 1 (see below). Turn and continue with 
Row 2, etc:

• NOTE: Always slip the first st knitwise wyb.
• Row 1: Sl 1, k1, yo, k2.
• Rows 2, 4, 6: Sl 1, k to last st, p2tog (joining 
edging and shawl sts).
• Row 3: Sl 1, k2, yo, k2.
• Row 5: Sl 1, k1, yo, k2tog, yo, k2.
• Row 7: Sl 1, k2, yo, k2tog, yo, k2.
• Row 8: BO 4 sts knitwise and knit to end of 
row (including join of edging and edge sts).
• Repeat Rows 1–8.
• BO. Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Block 
completed garment (see page 30) or gently 
steam-press only the edging.

sl 1 knitwise with yarn held behind

knit on RS, purl on WS

yarnover

k2tog

p2tog joining last st of edging to 1 st 
from garment edge

BO 4 sts knitwise.

Row 8
Row 7

Row 6
Row 5

Row 4
Row 3

Row 2
Row 1
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• Pull the yarn down a little from the edges of the 
circles so you can insert the scissor points between 
the circles. Carefully cut the yarn all around (see 
Drawing 4). Now wrap the doubled thread around 
the yarn between the circles and tie it firmly (see 
Drawing 5). Finish by cutting the circles away and 
discarding them. Trim the ball evenly.

• You can buy pompom makers in various sizes. 
These can be reused. Sometimes it’s a little harder 
to wrap the yarn around the plastic pompom mak-
ers because the yarn might slide before you can 
cut it. Try one out—and remember that practice 
makes perfect!

• Do you want to make a spotted pompom? 
Alternate wrapping a single-color (main color) 
yarn with a contrast color. The contrast color will 
provide the spots; make each spot 3-5 strands wide 
and then wrap 10 strands of the main color before 
adding another spot. 

4.

5.
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TASSELS—EASY TO MAKE AND THEY LOOK SO GREAT!
• Measure the desired length for the tassel. Cut a 
bit of cardstock or cardboard the same length and 
at least 2 in / 5 cm wide. Wrap the yarn around 
the template (see Drawing 1). The amount of yarn 
to wind depends on how full you want the tassel 
to be and the proportion of volume to length. A 
thick tassel should be longer than a thin one so it 
will have a balanced shape. When you’ve finished 
wrapping, cut a length of strong thread about 15¾ 
in / 40 cm long. Thread it into a tapestry needle 
and slide it under the yarn at the top of the tem-
plate. Tie a couple of knots to secure the tassel (see 
Drawing 2).

• Insert the scissors into the lower edge of the tem-
plate and cut the tassel open. Cut another strand 
of thread or yarn about 12 in / 30 cm long. Remove 
the template and wrap the thread/yarn around, 
slightly below the top of the tassel (see Drawing 3). 
Fasten off the wrapping thread (you can hide the 
end inside the tassel). Trim the tassel evenly and 
adjust the top wrap as needed (see Drawing 4).

1.

2.

3.
4.
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• Find your favorite contemporary knits, 
all in one book: more than 20 shawls, 
scarves, cowls, hats, wrist warmers, 
and half gloves! 

• Enjoy easy-to-wear accessories in 
all sizes and styles, from classic and 
elegant to cozy and colorful, garter 
stitch and stockinette to entrelac and 
herringbone.

• Get creative with handy tips and 
instructions for adding a quick-
knitted sawtooth edging, tassels, or 
pompoms.

• Discover how to choose, work with, 
and care for natural materials—and 
garments made with them.

$21.95 USD
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